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Dear Customer,  

 

-  

Thank you for using DHL-Sinotrans and your sincere trust on us.  

 

  

Please fill up the following form regarding Special Service Requesting confirmation with requested 

information accordingly and send to us after stamp & signature, DHL-Sinotrans will process your 

requirement after getting your authorization and confirmation.  

 

 

Meanwhile, to provide greater safety to the shipment and insure operation’s accuracy, DHL-Sinotrans  

will do the validation on the identity of requestor. 

 

 

When the request was raised by a company’s representative, stamp of such company must be given on 

the confirmation letter which will be uploaded to DHL. 

 

“ ”

DHL

DHL  

When the request was raised by an individual, the copy of photographic proof of identity of requestor, 

e.g. ID or passport (hereinafter referred to as “personal information”) must be uploaded together with 

completed & signed confirmation letter to DHL in order to validate if the requestor is relevant with the 

requested shipment (shipper/receiver/freight payer) who has the right to ask for the special handling of 

the shipment. The personal information of requestor will be ONLY used for validation of identity clarified 

as above. DHL will use and protect requestor’s personal information as per relevant applicable laws and 

regulations. The requestor’s uploading his/her personal information would be regarded as his/her 

approval on DHL’s collection and usage of such personal information for above aim of identity validation.  

 

 

If the company’s stamp or personal information of requestor was refused to be provided, we are sorry 

that the shipment cannot be handled as requested due to the safety of the shipment.  

 

-       

DHL-Sinotrans International Air Courier Co.Ltd. 

 

      

Customer Service Department                                               
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Duty Payment Confirmation Letter 

 

-  

To:  DHL-Sinotrans Customer Service Department 

 

_______ _____ _____

___________

 

DHL-Sinotrans as the courier company picked up our shipment (Airway bill number______________) on 

_______________ (YYYY/MM/DD). Now, I agree to pay for the duties, taxes or other regulatory fees 

regarding to clearance of this shipment. 

 

(     ) 60________ / 9________  

Now, I agree to pay for the duties, taxes or other regulatory fees regarding to clearance of this 

shipment via account 60__________or 9___________. 

(     )  

Now, I agree to pay for the duties, taxes or other regulatory fees regarding to clearance of this 

shipment by cash. 

 

 

Outbound Cash Payment shipment was not apply to this change request. 

 

150

 

I agree to pay for the duties, taxes or other regulatory fees regarding to clearance per the final amount in 

the bill. Meanwhile, I know the surcharge for Duties and Taxes Paid of DHL-Sinotrans is CNY 150 per 

shipment. Above price is exclusive of VAT. VAT will be charged accordingly as per related tax policies. 

 

DHL

DHL

 

Meanwhile, I was well informed that DHL-Sinotrans is not liable for shipment delay caused by such 

special arrangement and DHL-Sinotrans does not support any direct or indirect losses occur accordingly.       

 

/ /

 

I ensure all the above details filled in are legal and correct (no blank is allowed). If any falsity about above 

information  we will take the compensation liability and We/Our Company agree that if this letter was 
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executed by fax or email or on-line tool, the effectiveness of faxed letter or email or uploading via 

Intranet shall be the same as the original letter. 

 

 

 

 

Stamp ____________________         

/Company Address:_____________________________ 

Date ______________________ 

Signature __________________     

Telephone Number ___________________ 


